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Fb commissions rocket guide

Facebook Commissions Rocket is an online digital marketing course David Mali. This online training offers high quality lessons on Facebook Ads and Affiliate Marketing. This course shows users to learn from some of the most popular case studies on Facebook Ads and make daily profit by using affiliate marketing. This
curriculum also promises to teach users about Cost per Action (CPA), which is an important part of digital marketing. Who is David Mali? - David Mali is an affiliate marketer and digital marketing expert. - He's been a part of the digital marketing industry for a lot of years, so he's got a lot of experience. David Mali is 28
years old and a man. - David Mali is known to help a lot of people around the world earn profits online. - David Mali believes in sticking to simple methods and most of his online courses are easy to understand by beginners. – He has previously attracted a lot of attention from fans and followers for his distinct Facebook
campaign tactics. - Its main areas of expertise are Affiliate Marketing, Facebook Marketing and Campaign Management and CPA studies. A summary of Facebook Rocket Commissions by David Mali – The Facebook Rocket Commissions course by David Mali is one of a kind of digital and affiliate marketing course that is
collecting headlines from around the world. - This course teaches students and marketers who aspire to find a source of income online and keep their winnings consistent through affiliate marketing. - The subject of this online course deals with topics of affiliate marketing, CPA Analysis, Facebook Marketing and Social
Media profit-building strategies. – Each part of the entire curriculum has been explained from scratch, carefully even to the smallest details. - Thanks to its in-depth explanations and in-depth learning steps, this course is perfect for beginners who have just started to learn about both, affiliate, and digital marketing. - For
experienced marketers, this course has a lot of new techniques and tactics that you would love to apply in your own blogs, websites and online businesses. - David very believes in the key quality of simplicity, therefore all his learns are simple to follow, as well as implementation. - This online series provides a new
perspective on the definition of online earnings, David's secret strategies and self-follow techniques can guide all users very well. - The best part about this course is that David shares his clients case studies in real time to show live proof of the revenue generated by his students and clients. - He also showed a glimpse
of his earnings PayPal and he Her users can also get the same every day. To sum up, I found David's course to be extremely valuable. It's really a new take on the usual digital marketing. - This course is priced at $19, but is available for $2.47 after a current discount. Conclusion: Facebook Ads for Affiliate Marketing are
great; However, this is why I chose to pursue Leads Generation instead of affiliate marketing and Facebook ads themselves are great, but what if you decided to mix the two? This is what David is teaching and to an extent makes quite a good sense. Instead of running ads for a company, why not score a small
commission for someone else's product? To be honest it's a great idea, but it can't be as clearly cut off by a path that we thought, at least for me anyway. Let me explain why. People aren't looking to buy anything on Facebook. That means you'd better have a special product up your sleeve if you're trying to make money.
Not to put a damper on your high hopes, but even the best drop senders in the biz have a 10% success rate with your chosen products. This means you need to do a lot of tests before you run your ad, which takes a long time. Another problem are trends, products are in and out all the time and profits with some products
are short-term, usually about 3 months. Do we all remember how quickly the spinners died fidget off right? Short-term profit was realized, but not in the long term. Facebook ads are also super expensive, which will cut in commission quite quickly. So I thought to myself Certainly, there is something more durable and that
is when I came across the lead generation. Leads Generation actually addresses a lot of problems with Facebook ads for affiliate marketing. For 1, you don't have to interrupt someone's entertainment, but instead it helps you find the best business in the area to work with for a job they need done. The second thing is that
research doesn't have to take more than a few searches and saves you a lot of time because testing has been done for you. With just a few searches you can find out the size of the market population, how many searches are done per month for a keyword, and even the amount of traffic that top sites have; so you know
what to expect when you're upstairs. A third thing is that it doesn't take a lot of money or time to set up. My first lead generation site that I show here took me 14hrs to build and I made it completely FREE. The calls then started coming in and the site has made me 750 per month ever since. The fourth, but not necessarily
final, thing that the leading generation does better than Facebook affiliate marketing is product trends. What I'm saying is that the products are in and out so fast, people will always need something fixed or repaired or cleaned. They won't always need a fidget spinner, but they will always need something fixed. So, from
the research I've done I've decided to track lead generation instead, it allows me to have passive and recurring recurring and you don't have to worry about trends almost as much. If this sounds interesting to you, click here. I'll show I make up to $200/day promoting affiliate products/CPA Offers on Facebook
AdsMethod/Case Study inside you'll find my-Affiliate-Marketing Case Study $2,542 Profits in 2 weeks from Clickbank in detailsAnd a couple of videos you show is done (simple and easy) not here to waste time Now, let me show you one of my campaigns on Facebook, just to give you an idea of what you'll see inside I
went to the clickbank market and got a product called passive income cb, and I created a campaign on Facebook for this product without putting a site link or a landing page link, simply by telling people to send me a private message on the page I used this ad copy after you see in my picture ,, I created this ad 10 days
ago and so far I made $3,112 in profits, with a small spend on ads more than 2.5k reach and 800 likes36 shares and 142 people contacted me on the page telling me that they are interested in what they are finally offering after sending them a message with my landing page link, redirecting them to my affiliate clickbank
link, I made over $3k in commissionsAll targeting and details for this campaign you will see inside with a detailed explination, as a bonusand yes you can copy it and try it yourself will start training and follow the path to real online success? I can't make that choice for you... At this point it's up to you to do the right thing... I
can promise you this, I'll show you I'm making $5,000+ per month, no matter where you are today, when you do get the FB Rocket Commissions Guide right now... Are you ready to defeat Gurus de Rehash, stop buying courses that leave you guessing, and finally make money online? All you have to do is... Click the
button below to start getting the method right now... I never thought this would happen to me. In 2 years I went from making $20k to $80k, and am now constantly hitting about $150k/year (see my income reports). I did this by dropping all my SEO clients and tried to make money with affiliate marketing. Now I write
tutorials on the site of speed optimization and making money by sending people to hosting. 90% of my income is from Cloudways – host most people recommend in Facebook Groups. So, what do I do? I basically write tutorials on the speed site while saying hosting is the speed factor #1 and DigitalOcean Cloudways has
been #1 in several speed tests and Facebook surveys taken in Hosting Facebook Group. Most people recommend them (even WordPress) and do free migrations. People who move to Cloudways usually see much faster upload times. I use Cloudways and you can view my GTmetrix report: the proof is in my friends
pudding. This pitch made my skyrocket sales. And no, I don't promote Bluehost or EIG-- cheap, but garbage. This didn't happen overnight. And yes, I've been broke for a couple of years while creating content. But it literally changed my life... I moved from my parents' house to a nice apartment in downtown Denver,
bought my first car (a Mercedes C300), adopted 2 kittens, and my credit raised 45 points. I also donated $6k to GoFundMe campaigns and 6k to my parents. I'm a humble guy, but in affiliate marketing, the numbers to talk. Now I have 0 clients and 100% freedom. There's a lot of BS, which is why I wrote this and you
want to show me I did it. See my full work PayPal or income reports from all my affiliates. Finally I have time/money to travel with my girlfriend (I know, she's gorgeous) about my blog I write about SEO + site speed. Hosting is the #1 factor in website speed. I make money by sending people to Cloudways hosting (used to
be SiteGround). I've spent a lot of time collecting Facebook surveys, migration results with time-loading improvements, speed tests, and social media proof showing why they are the best choice. I have about 3,000 visitors / day, 90% is from Google (I'll show you some SEO tips!) It took full-time blogging for several
months with minimal income to see the results, but now, I can (and have) stopped working for several months and still collect my affiliate income. does Affiliate Marketing work? You are a partner with a company that sells products/services that you want to recommend to your audience. If you buy something using the
affiliate link, you will get a commission from the sale. There are other types of affiliate programs, but this is the most common and is also what they do. If you want to make money with affiliate marketing, here's what you should do: 1. Find my career career niche went like this: online marketing &gt; web design &gt;
WordPress Web Design &gt; WordPress WordPress &gt; WordPress speed optimization &gt. Now I'm focusing on WordPress hosting. While doing WordPress speed optimization I noticed a lot of people needed it, but very few people provided (there were a lack of services and tutorials when I researched Google). I also
knew hosting was the #1 factor of site speed and paid hosting companies up to $200/sale. Hosting is a competitive space, but the commissions and lack of supply lured me. I expanded my SEO blog and started writing about hosting, cache plugins, and other relevant topics... while recommending Cloudways in each
tutorial. I added social evidence, would be facebook polls in where they have been assessed #1. Each tutorial was super detailed (like this one) and tons of people found them helpful – many get 100+ visitors/day because great content = higher rankings. Once I found my niche (Wordpress speed optimization), a solid
hosting company with a high commission affiliate program (Cloudways) and created tutorials around topics people in my niche would find help (and (and want to change their host), that's what took me to $150k. Once you find a niche with high demand, little supply (not Google research), and a reputable affiliate with high
commissions... and be patient to wait for financial results while creating your assets (talking about content), you should take the leap! 2. Start a blog or YouTube Channel A blog and YouTube channel are completely different, not just because one is written and one is shooting videos. But each of them are different in
terms of SEO, conversions, time, and cost. Blogging vs YouTube Video Property – you own your blog, you don't own YouTube. SEO Traffic - it takes more time to get SEO traffic to a blog than YouTube. SEO Difficulty - SEO competition in YouTube is often much less than Google. Cost - YouTube is free, blogs require
domain, hosting, development costs, etc. Content updates - it is much easier to update a blog post than to redo a video. Promotional codes - YouTube is great if affiliates allow you to create promotional codes. Time - it takes more time to set up a blog, (although Astra Sites have made this easier). Content expectations -
for niche in general, do people like videos or articles? Learning – blogging generally has a greater learning curve than making videos. Starting a WordPress Blog Domain – GoDaddy or Namecheap. Hosting - Bluehost for cheap/slow, Cloudways for good/fast. WordPress - what I recommend building the site/blog on.
Astra Starter Sites – WordPress themes most people use. They look amazing, are responsive mobile, and are 1-click import. Just install WordPress in your hosting account, sign in to the WordPress dashboard and download the Astra Starter Sites plugin. Choose a theme and import it in 1 click, then you're ready to start
customizing your blog! Very easy. Having a developer on hand – to this day, I still pay Pronaya (my Bangladeshi developer) to do things I can't. If it takes 1 hour, but it takes 3 days to install the WordPress theme, just have it done. It can be found on the freelancer.com with the username bdkamol. Here's his profile link.
I've been working with him since 2011, so yes, it's legal. Cloudways DigitalOcean was the fastest host in speed tests (see Pingdom report) and is who I use/recommend 3. Get traffic before sales One of the biggest mistakes bloggers make is focusing on money first. This is bad for a few reasons: No traffic = no sales
Most affiliates require you to have some traffic your authenticity is ruined if too salesy from the beginning, but definitely help you have money in mind when you start. This way, once you get traffic and are approved by affiliates, you can easily add affiliate links to your blog if you have already mentioned affiliate
products/services. Don't focus on the money first, but you're planning. 4. Sign up for Hosting programs and Amazon are by far the most popular affiliate programs. No math – to make $300 in a day, I would have to refer about 2 people to hosting, 10 people to themes, or 30 people to plugins. Before you decide on a
program, ask yourself a few questions. I personally have about 3,000 readers/day and make about 2-3 sales per day at $150 per sale. What commission will you get? How many sales will you need per day? How much traffic will you need to get these sales (approximately)? Affiliate Marketplaces (A place to sign up for
more affiliate programs and manage them in one place). ShareASale - WP Engine, StudioPress, WP Rocket, 34,000+ programs in total. Easy to get approved, create links, track statistics with a wide range of affiliates. ClickBank - LongTail Pro, SeoPressor, more. CJ Affiliate - Overstock, GoDaddy, Zappos, Walgreen,
Vitamin Shoppe, Verizon Wireless, Under Armour, TurboTax, TJ Maxx, Sears, Samsung, QVC, Priceline, Petco, Old Navy, Office Depot, Office Max, Nike, Newegg, Michael Kors, Intuit, Hotels.com, HelloFresh, Guitar Center, GNC, FedEx Office, AT&amp;T, American Express, Vivid Chairs, TeamViewer, Sunglass Hut,
Ally Sign up here. Impact – ADP, Airbnb, AppSumo, Allstate, 1-800 Flowers, Avon, Contact Constant, Credit Karma Tax, Envito Market, ESPN+, Getty Images, Gravity Forms, Grubhub, Houzz, HostGator, InMotion, iQ, iStock, Kind, Kohl's, Lending Club, Levi's, LinkedIn Learning, Namecheap, Shutterstock, Southwest,
Squarespace, StackPath CDN, Target, Turo, Uber, Uber Eats, Xfinity, more. Rakuten Marketing - Udemy, Walmart, Macy's, StubHub, Hulu, more. FlexOffers – Apple Music, Amore Beds, Mac Cosmetics, Wine Of The Month Club, DirectTV, Sketchers, Barnes &amp; Noble, GameStop, SkyScanner, more. Popular Online
Retailers Hosting Bluehost - $65-$150/its and most popular, but not the best choice. Cloudways - $50-$150/its and not the most popular, but an excellent choice. SiteGround - $50-$150+/sale and also popular, but they went down because of their price increases, cpu limits, worse support, and endless complaints in
Facebook Groups. I used to be a super affiliate for SiteGround, but no more. WP Engine - $200/its + bonuses + $50 program on two levels. Kinsta - $50-$500/its + 10% recurring but expensive for the average person. Why Not Promote WP Engine For $200/Sale – WP Engine is $200/sale with no level program to climb,
but their reversal rates are 24%! Cloudways reversals are less than 10%. WP Engine is too expensive and not a big host, which means fewer conversions and sales. Almost every hosting company has an affiliate program. Consider commissions, ease of use, speed, support, reputation in Facebook groups. WordPress
Themes * Colorlib already dominates almost every keyword related to WordPress themes. E-mail Marketing AWeber - 30% 30% (on $19-$149+ per sale). Constant Contact - $105 per sale and $5 per lead (signs up for free trial). Other SEMrush affiliates - 40% recurring (on $40-$160/month). StackPath CDN - usually
$10-$20 commission per sale. MyThemeShop - 55% ($48 commission - $244, depending on the plan). WP Rocket - 20% ($10-$50/sale). Freelancer – project fee for the first 100 days (usually 10% of the project). Udemy - 20% on any course. It refers to WordPress - 20% for wordpress.com, JetPack, and WooCommerce.
OptiMonster - 20%. LongTail Pro - 30% (and 30% recurring) on $219/year - $377/year plans. Elementor - 50% of $49-$199 depending on the plan. 5. Learn different types of programs a level - get a commission when a sale is generated by the affiliate link. 2nd Tier - get a commission when referring to other affiliates and
start making sales (think multilevel marketing). An example is the WP Engine program where I tell my readers about their wordpress hosting, they start to make sales, and I earn $50/sale from each sale they generate. Climbing levels - increased commissions as you get more sales. Recurring commissions - usually
happens with subscription services ... receive commissions continuously, as long as people are pregnant. AWeber and SEMrush are examples. Sitewide Commissions - get a commission, no matter what people buy on the affiliate site. The Amazon affiliate program does this. Pay per lead – get a commission based on
the number of leads (for example, filling out the contact form) you send to a company. Make sure you set up your analytics to track this and have a solid written agreement with your affiliate. You don't want to spend a lot of time and get burned like me. Cookies - the amount of time after people click on the affiliate link you
will receive a commission if a sale is generated. Usually 30-90 days, but you shouldn't be a business breaker when choosing affiliates. Individual affiliate programs - affiliate programs that are located on their website. Affiliate Marketplaces - ShareASale and ClickBank have thousands of traders to choose from. It's nice to
log in to 1 place and check the performance of multiple affiliates without going to each individual portal on each website. Many programs are not part of a market, however. I'm a big fan of ShareASale – there are so many companies and industries you can choose from. WordPress Affiliate Programs If you're in the
WordPress industry like me, I've accumulated a solid list of WordPress affiliate programs. We have excluded those that we have found without success or paid too little to make a profit from, in ThemeForest, Creative Market, and low quality themes, would be Template Monster. These are the programs I would personally
focus on depending on what the content is about. Bluehost - if the audience is looking for cheap, easy hosting. HostGator – if the audience is looking for cheap, easy hosting with promotional codes. Cloudways – if your audience is more advanced and looking for faster and better hosting. Astra - the most popular
WordPress themes. Elementor - the most popular WordPress page builder. SEMrush - analysis on keywords, rankings, traffic, WP Rocket etc - #1 cache in Facebook surveys to speed up your blog. 6. Be careful with Amazon Be careful with the Amazon affiliate program. They have a long history of discounting
commissions and writing content that competes with affiliates (and most people go straight to Amazon). I do not recommend being an affiliate for any monopoly. You might as well end up getting trampled on, like most Amazon affiliates have. However, if you get a lot of views, many affiliates do do something YouTube
Videos and list their equipment in the video description. A million views can make it worth it. Notes About Amazon Affiliate Program Commission % is based on categories You can create custom affiliate links to any Sitewide commission product (if buying something using your link, you get a commission) Create to
tutorials instead of reviewing products (Amazon already has reviews) Let's take a look at a few examples: make money – at 1m26s he focuses on his video equipment. The video description includes links to geniuslink.com. This is a site that presents different stores (eg Amazon) where people can buy equipment (using
its affiliate links). Really useful video, though. she makes money – at 40 years old, you see the video is sponsored by Skillshare and she also uses an affiliate link in the video description as well as affiliate links to Amazon for the video equipment she uses. Another person recommending video equipment (which is a clue
to you). Make money - he found a keyword on YouTube the best gadgets on Amazon that has a lot of searches. People are looking for this on YouTube (not Google or Amazon), which means they are looking for a video review of the best gadgets, otherwise it would have gone directly to Amazon. Its Amazon affiliate links
to each of the gadgets are found in the video description. Conclusion: a lot of people make money by sending people to the video equipment they use. 7. Be one to start a YouTuber blog Want to know why this topic is so popular? People's hosting = $$$$ People refer to wordpress theme = $ People refers to Elementor
products = $ Total income if a person signs up for all three: $200 + Bad news: industry and keywords are super competitive. The good news: the amount of people looking to start blog is enormous. All you need is a slice. Many hosting companies pay up to $150/sale once you start generating a good amount of sales.
People are also looking for how to start a food, fashion, and lifestyle blog. You don't have to. To. 1 keyword. Learn more about hosting, self-hosted WordPress sites and Astra Starter. I could literally start a WordPress blog in 10 minutes. Show people to do that. Let's take a look at a few examples: make money - at 66s,
you can see they have created their own domain search on their website. When people search, it is followed by a get hosting button that leads to GoDaddy. make money – he starts his hosting pitch at 4m34s, but at 9m31s he presents his hostgator promo code, which not only saves viewers money, but credits him for
sale (without people having to click on any affiliate link). That's why promotional codes are so powerful for YouTubers. Do not use HostGator though; they are cheap but a slow/terrible hosting company. she makes money – she starts her hosting pitch at 4m48s for Bluehost, but only uses an affiliate link in the video
description (no promo code, no domain search on her site, and no time stamps to help people navigate the video). She could probably increase sales if she made one of these, but Bluehost doesn't let affiliates create promotional codes, so an affiliate link is required. This section is mainly for WordPress blogs. Thirst
affiliates parts, capes, and classified affiliate links. Once you have signed up for the program(s) grab affiliate links and add them to this plugin. This may take time if you will be connecting to multiple pages on the affiliate site (which in many cases should). The pro version comes with statistics, but I don't even use it and
I'm pretty analytical person. Cloaking - add/go/or another prefix link to affiliate links. Whenever you use an affiliate link you should use the camouflaged version (for example, www.onlinemediamasters.com/go/cloudways). Use Deep Links - these are pages on the affiliate site that are not home page. For siteground
hosting you could link to their speed technology page as an affiliate link. If you are doing the Amazon affiliate program, you just want to gather a list of products that you will be recommending to readers, create an affiliate link for each of them, and import them to the plugin. Set Affiliate Settings - go through the plugin
settings and tweak them to your liking. I left everything as the default settings, but changed my link prefix (camouflaged URL version) to/go/ . Nofollow Affiliate Links Do not want search engines following affiliate links. If you add them to content using Fit Affiliates, it will do so automatically. Otherwise, select Nofollow when
adding affiliate links. Affiliate links - adding affiliate links Your content (text/images/buttons) is the only strategy I use and is the most popular. People who actually read your stuff are the ones likely to buy something we recommend – they're probably not going to click a distraction Ad. Banners - Banners do not work well.
I'm easy to vomit, but it distracts and probably won't get very good results. If you try them, be sure to show specific sidebar banners based on the type of content people are reading on the blog (for posts that fall into my SEO category I would show a banner related to SEO, and for posts in my site speed category I would
show a different banner). You can control sidebar banners using a plugin like Widget Logic. AdSense – It's easy to throw up AdSense on your blog, but good luck making decent income. It's not custom while affiliate links involve people taking your recommendation on very specific things. AdSense makes the site slower
than a turtle. It's not good for monetization. 10. Leverage Coupon Codes It is a huge bonus if the affiliate allows you to create promotional codes. Since the coupon code is attached to your affiliate account, you will get credit for the sale if someone uses it. So in YouTube videos, people don't even need to click on the
affiliate link – just give them the coupon code to save them money, and you get affiliate commission. 11. SEO Master Most affiliate marketers get most of their traffic from SEO (or Pinterest that I admit they don't know anything about). But I know SEO is a more popular way to get consistent traffic. The key steps for SEO
are: Research ing a keyword, it's search volume, and competition. Creating content in depth that is better than anyone is in the top results. Transform easy-to-use content (YouTube timestamps, contained on the blog). Use the keyword in the right places (title, description, content, video file name). Increase click rates



(titles, custom thumbnails, snippets recommended by Google). Keyword Search – Find a keyword in the YouTube AutoComplete drop-down drop-down list (or Google autocomplete for blog posts). You can use the underline character _ to fill in the blank. Broad keywords have more searches, but are more competitive.
The best keywords are broad (a lot of volume) with poor content in top results. vidIQ helps you learn the competition of a keyword on YouTube, and MozBar helps you learn competition in Google. I find the competition in YouTube is much less than Google, so choose broad keywords for specific videos and keywords for
blogs. Review Examples of Keywords Apple MacBook Pro 16 Review Which Is the Best WordPress Hosting SiteGround WordPress Hosting Review Keyword Solution Examples to Do Yoga at Home a yoga mat) Why is my site slow (recommended hosting faster) to connect your laptop to THE TV (recommend an HDMI
cable) Creating in-depth content around the keyword – 10+ minutes for youTube videos and 1500+ words for blogging depending on the posts on how extensive the topic is. Extended, but concise! If the content is long, make sure you include time stamps in video descriptions or create an HTML table blog posts so
viewers can switch to specific sections of content. Making user-friendly content - the two easiest ways are to use time stamps in video descriptions and an HTML table of contents in your blog (see below). Get a good camera, invest in good hosting to make the site faster (for blogs), and design nice, clear graphics using
Canva. Use the keyword in the right places for YouTube videos, use the keyword in: File name (before uploading) Video title (find a balance between using the keyword and making it catchy) Video description (about 2-3 times), the description should be decent long For the blog, Use the keyword in: Post title Permalink
SEO title (in Yoast) Meta description (in Yoast) Body content (about 2-3 times, once in the first couple sentences) Increase Click-Through Rates - for YouTube videos, it's about catchy titles and thumbnails. For the blog, it's about a title catchy SEO + meta description (in Yoast's SEO plugin), getting into Google featured
snippets (pictured below), and using rich snippets would be review stars and frequently asked questions. Recommended snippets can be made by answering a question keyword in a very concise way (usually with a paragraph or a list of content). Lists are usually drawn from table of contents or subheadings h3. To get a
recommended snippet for my keyword to make money with Google affiliate marketing will likely use my OCD or maybe (let's see) this paragraph: To make money with affiliate marketing, set up a blog or YouTube channel and find relevant products/services to refer to your readers. Sign up for affiliate programs, create
affiliate links to products, and add them to your content. Most affiliates rely on SEO or Pinterest to get traffic. Designing a nice picture with the exact keyword helps too! to rank YouTube Videos: YouTube SEO relies heavily on engagement signals. Find a keyword in AutoComplete YouTube with a good search volume.
Research ing keyword competition, looking at the amount of views, likes, comments, and other signals top videos have (vidIQ Chrome extension is great for this). Cover the topic widely - aim for 10 minutes and be concise (scripts /editing)! Tag the video (on your computer) as a keyword and upload it to YouTube. Create
a beautiful title that lets people click on the video with the keyword in front. Write a long description with timestamps, links, and use keywords in the first sentence. Review the generated transcript YouTube, and then make corrections. Upload a custom thumbnail (1280px with 720px) that makes users click on the video.
Always reply to comments and embed your video on your blog if you have one. Embed your video in your blog, email, social media, other marketing channels. to Rank WordPress Blogs: Use SSL from the beginning, most hosts have free Let's encrypt SSL. Ssl. a fast hosting provider and solid WordPress themes
(Cloudways + Astra). Use the permalink post name structure in WordPress under Settings &gt; Permalinks. Install and configure the SEO yoast plugin, but don't obsess over green lights. Create content around keywords from tools like Google AutoComplete. Add rich snippets (review stars + frequently asked questions)
especially when reviewing products. Learn more about image optimization, internal links, easy plugins, Yoast OG images. Add published data to blog posts to make content look fresh and increase CTRs. Use multimedia — whether it's videos, infographics or audio clips — people love them. Set up your Google Search
Console and use it to add the Yoast site map and monitor rankings. Make WordPress site load quickly (Cloudways, WP Rocket, Perfmatters, TinyPNG). 12. Create The Perfect Pitch This next section summarizes my entire sales pitch for Cloudways. I use this exact section on almost every tutorial on my blog relating to
site speed optimization. Crafting pitch sales and explaining why people should use affiliate (social proof) is super important! Hosting recommendations are usually rubbish. Join the Facebook WordPress Hosting Group to get impartial feedback. Most members (I too) swear by WordPress Cloudways Hosting. Specifically
DigitalOcean / High Frequency Vultr. Yes, it's a little more expensive at $10-$13/month, but we're talking about speed here – not being cheap. With Cloudways, you can choose to use DigitalOcean, Vultr High Frequency, Google Cloud, AWS, or Loinde. These are faster worlds than shared hosting and can handle
resource-intensive tasks much better (Elementor, Beaver, Divi, WooCommerce, AdSense, etc.). Cloudways makes it easier to test them and see the difference during loading: they do free migrations, monthly pricing, a Migrating plugin, and a promo code to save money: OMM25 What happened when I moved from
SiteGround: GTmetrix tests are always different, but even posts with a huge size of 2.70MB page and 96 applications can load many times in under 2s. I'll also take a 148ms time to byte first any day of the week. This post has 70+ images, 500 comments (showing Gravatars), Awesome Font, and Elementor. The
evidence is there: This is a simple pingdom test to measure TTFB + loading times of 16 WordPress hosts. I installed the same Astra Starter Site on 16 hosting accounts (using separate domains) while measuring Pingdom loading times for 1 30-minute verification intervals, as well as TTFB in different instruments. Some
domains are still live (cwdoserver.com is hosted on a $/month DO cloudways plan and stgrndserver.com is on SiteGround GrowBig). I canceled most accounts because it became expensive. Even when you browse through these 2 sites or run your own tests, you'll see the difference. Hosting companies should avoid
SiteGround - they have completely gone completely in recent years. Bluehost - slow servers, owned by EIG, bad support, rated poorly in FB Groups. HostGator - also owned by EIG with slow servers, bad support, CPU limit issues. GoDaddy - top malware hosting network worldwide, rated poorly in fb groups. Hostinger -
they write fake comments and vote for themselves in Facebook polls. WP Engine - also not what it used to be, expensive and not even faster. * A2 Hosting – if you can't afford Cloudways, A2 is still fast and uses LiteSpeed. I use Cloudways because: Even posts with a size of 2.70MB page can load in under 2s.
DigitalOcean and Vultr HF are miles faster than shared hosting. It's $10-$13/month (no annual contracts or high renewal prices). Server cache (Lake, Redis, memcached) = faster performance. You can choose from DigitalOcean, Vultr HF, Lynode, AWS, Google Cloud. 4.7/5 star TrustPilot + highly recommended rating in
Facebook Groups. They have 25+ data centers between all their cloud hosting providers. No problems cpu would be on SiteGround, Bluehost, and other shared hosting. SSL, staging, and backups are very easy in the Cloudways dashboard. The support used to be average, but it is now very good as reflected on
TrustPilot. They offer a free migration, but their Migrant plugin will also do the trick. Adding a server, migrating the site and dashboard is actually very easy. Muhammed (their community manager) gave me peace of mind when moving. The only complaint is that they need to add LiteSpeed servers to their list of vendors.
Affiliate Disclaimer – if you sign up for Cloudways using my affiliate link, I would seriously appreciate it. I do not recommend bad hosting like many other affiliates. I also donate quite a bit of charity ($6,000 to GoFundMe so far) and your support would really help. I try to base my comments not only from my experience,
but real evidence from overwhelming feedback in numerous facebook groups. It would mean a lot. Do your research or look at this Facebook thread. This is my throw:) 13. Get involved in Facebook groups My conversion rate has increased from 2.5% to 8% just by including Facebook surveys where Cloudways was rated
#1 along with a few Twitter screenshots of migration results and conversations from Facebook Groups. Whether it's Amazon reviews or Facebook surveys, you need to include impartial comments. That's why I don't like collecting comments on my site – they look biased. There's a Facebook group for everything. For me,
I mainly use WordPress Hosting, WP Speed Matters, and WP Speed Up Facebook Groups to track the industry's Web. Go to the affiliate dashboard(s) and bookmark the page so you can save it to your browser. This saves time especially if you're someone who likes to constantly check sales/performance. 15. Set up
text/email alerts when making a sale This only works if the affiliate sends you send e-mail when a sale is generated. Every time I make a hosting sale, I get a personalized notification on my phone. It's very encouraging to get these. Create custom alerts on your phone for affiliate sales – if you're using Gmail, go to your
settings and create a filter so that all emails with SiteGround Affiliate Sale Generated in the subject line enter your own folder (tweak the subject line to match any notification by email affiliate sends you). Then set up a custom alert on your phone using the Gmail app, so whenever you generate a sale, you'll get a custom
alert (here's a tutorial for Android and here's one for Apple). I have different notifications for Cloudways, SiteGround, others. Makes your day better :) The only emails I get on my phone are affiliate sales: 16. Build your community responding to comments – some of my articles have 400+ comments. It's hard to keep up
sometimes, but this is a key part of building a community and allowing readers to ask you questions and leave their feedback. You should respond in particular to YouTube comments because they are a classification factor and encourage even more people to leave more comments. Build that Newsletter – I use
Mailchimp and can't point out how important it is to build the email list from the beginning (it's free until it reaches 2,000 subscribers). After you create an account, add an email sidebar to your blog or create a newsletter page where users can sign up. Be open, not Salesy – I hold back zero information on my blog, I don't
recommend anything I don't really think will help my readers, and try my best not to recommend hosting on every single post I write (only if that makes sense). Valuable information first, affiliate sales after. 17. Avoid Google Sanctions Follow Google's instructions for affiliate marketing. Avoid short, thin pages that give
readers little value. Don't always list affiliate products in the first place – Google knows! Don't overuse affiliate links in your posts, drop them where they matter. Avoid too many list of posts, if you just list a bunch of affiliate products. Write an affiliate disclaimer (you'll see mine at the bottom of my blog). Consider writing a
review of the affiliate product/service and connecting to this post (instead of using an affiliate link) to reduce the amount of affiliate links on your site. 18. Monitoring Conversion Rates The way you approve a product or service and the social evidence behind it (Facebook surveys or perhaps comments from other
customers) are which is why I was able to go from 2% to 8%+. If you don't see them in the affiliate dashboard, use the pro version of the thirsty affiliate to see them. That's from 2017, when I started hitting hard: 19. Use a Disclaimer affiliate Here's mine: Affiliate Disclaimer – if you sign up for Cloudways using my affiliate
link or use the OMM25 promo code, this saves you money my sales credits that I really appreciate. I donate quite a bit of charity ($6,000 to GoFundMe so far) and recommend only the fastest, best host based on real evidence. They also do free studies, free migrations, and their community manager is very helpful. Thank
you if you use my link or promo code. 20. Mistakes we've made in the google analytics chart you'll see a sharp drop in traffic followed by a long payline in 2015 and 2016. It's been a tough few years for me and I hope I can save you from making some bad mistakes that I've made that have led to years of financial
difficulties. Here are some simple tips. Do not hire a summary link builder to boost SEO rankings. Get links from great content or hire someone who knows what they're doing. Don't skimp on a free Wordpress theme, cheap hosting, or use inflated plugins. Do not set a goal to write 3 blog posts per day ... set a goal to
write 1 blog post per week and make that post super useful, long, and filled with information that is so valuable will say yes, people will link to it. 90% of my traffic/affiliate income comes from just 20 tutorials, many of which are 5+ years old. But I'm constantly updating them to make the content better. Do this and you
should see consistent small spikes in Analytics. 21. Donate to Charity Once you are financially stable, I hope you start to back off. It feels good and people like the idea of supporting a good cause (they will be more likely to click on the affiliate link). This also means that you don't have to use as many links as possible in
your content. In total, I gave $6,000 to GoFundMe Campaigns and $6,000 to my parents who let me live in their home while I worked on my blog. It feels good to back down :) It is now #1 visited the post on my blog! Hehe, I knew I could overcome all the fakes. Bottom line: when you're excited about something you're
doing and trying to help people, it's very easy to create amazing content about something you're passionate about. 23. My affiliate income reports Keep in mind I started promoting Cloudways instead of SiteGround only recently (that's why most of my income comes from SiteGround, but will soon be the transition to
Cloudways). Cloudways (only 2 days): SiteGround (my best month): I made almost $400,000 with them, but it's time to move on: Here are some emails... I affiliate the way back of the month in July, 2017 :) I have a few other affiliates, but these are the main ones. If you really want to see them, you can check my PayPal
report. 24. Frequently Asked Questions Affiliate Marketing is then you refer people to products or services from a trader who agrees to give you a commission whenever a sale is made via the unique affiliate link. You can make money with affiliate marketing by setting up a blog or YouTube channel, increasing your
audience, signing up for affiliate then referring your audience to products or services using an affiliate link. It can take anywhere from a few months to several years to make money in line with affiliate marketing. It depends on your ability to drive traffic, build trust with your audience, and successfully promote affiliate
products. Most high commission affiliate programs are usually related to web hosting. These companies offer some of the highest fees (up to $150/its or more), but the space is competitive. Affiliate income marketing is not 100% passive income. Next, you need to create content, maintain current content, and adapt to the
industry while monitoring sales and conversions. Some affiliates make a few hundred dollars a month while other super affiliates make $10,000+ per month. You'll get there faster if you do full-time jobs and create awesome content on a consistent basis. Most subsidiaries are paid by PayPal or directly into their bank
account. Typical affiliate programs make payments each month or once you reach a certain amount in commissions. If you are a beginner, you can make money with affiliate marketing by setting up a YouTube channel and teaching people to start a blog, while referring your audience to hosting. This most popular way
beginners start making money quickly. Amazon and hosting companies are two of the best affiliate programs to make money. Amazon is the most popular online retailer, and hosting affiliate programs offers some of the highest commissions. Bluehost, SiteGround, and HostGator are some examples. Setting up a
YouTube channel is the easiest way to make money with affiliate marketing without a website. It's free, easy, and you can start creating videos instantly. After you increase your audience, sign up for affiliate programs and promote products on your channel. Yes, affiliate marketing may well be worth your time. But you
need to have a plan on where you will promote products, what companies and products you will promote, and a strategy for achieving traffic. Traffic is where most affiliate marketers fail. Final Thought: It's a long-term investment This is the first car I ever bought myself at the age of 29 (I was broken up then and rented
from my parents). But the time committed to affiliate marketing and creating great tutorials and YouTube videos was worth it... I work for myself, there is virtually no limit on how much I can do, my schedule is flexible, and I collect enough passive income to live the life I want. Jump in and devote more time to :) It's not
lambo, but I bought a Mercedes C300 with my affiliate. Me and the cats (Valencio on the left, Sonic on the right). Affiliate marketing gives me time/money to travel the world. If you have questions or need help getting started, I'm more than happy to help with everything I can. Just leave a comment below and I have
respond as fast as They can! Best of luck in your affiliate marketing trip and I really hope this guide was super useful :) Cheers, Tom Tom
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